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· ABSTRACT. ,-;. 
Computational efficiencies of the ·primal-dual 
/ 
. t algo·rithm and the uv-method in solving transportati·on prob-
_lems are compared in .. this thesis. A computer prqgram was 
written ,in Fortran IV and run on the CDC 6400 system: it 
1· 
. generated r·andom problems w,.i th integ~r ___ constctnts __ rangi_n_g_ __ in__· __ c...-__.__. -,,,,- . . ......• 
-size from 5 X 10 ~o 30 X 50, and solved ·them by both methods. · 
• About 50% o~ the problems had degenerate basic feasible solu-
tions and slack wa~ present in all of the problems solved. 
Based on the central p~ocessor times tak~n to solve these 
··problems, the primal-dual algorithm proved -;·considerably supe-
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INTRO DU CT I ON 
, 
' -- ~------·.·.c.~·, --- - - -- ·---~---· ,·-,,··c~-.sr--, ~---
.A class of problems which· arises frequently in 
. I • industrial, economic or military situations can be ~consid~, 
; . 
ered in the con.text of pr'ogramming problems, in which a 
' )- ... ,...., 
physical situation and given objective proscribe a struct·ure_ 
which can be ~epresented by a mathematical model. Broadly :r.:_ 
·------~-~ ·- } , \ 
• 
. ;; ... f,, 
--~· . 
. :--.. 
;/' . ··-· 
, ' 
. •; ...... _·:' ·. 
speaking, such problems deal with determining optimal allo-
., ,, 
cations of limited resources to meet given objectives in 
which a numeri~al objective function of any number ,of var-
. iables is minimized or maximized, wi~h -the variables .. subject, 
to certain constraints. Altho~gh programming problems can 
,, 
be considered a subclass of_optimization problems, in general, 
,_t, . 
classical optimization techniques of differential calculus 
'have been ~ound to be of little assistance in solving them. 
· Numerous iter~tive methods_ have been developed ~d~ 
solve certain classes of programming pr~blems which contain· 
' 
many variables and large numbers of restraining conditions. 
. ' 
. - ·--·--- -- --~----........ ···----- -· ·--- . - ... -- .. -----
---·-··-·-----··---··· ,., ___ ·- ·-·-· ....... ---- ..... . . ·--·-·· . These. are classified· as the techniques of mathematical pro- . 
.. 
gramming. More specifically, these problems _arise .when 
' , (') . several· resou-rces, such- as manpower, , materials, - machines . O!-':~,- ---.= __ -,:---_···--.--.---- · 
I 
land are available and, ar.e :to be combined to yield one or 
! 
-more products. On all or -some of these-: resources there are·· 






































.·:_ :.J:_;;:-- .. - - _:_:; _____ :..:_-.::-~-,.-~.--. 
'--~. '', 3· ··-·---~ 
..... · ., .... 
~. 
r· . -'. 
the total amount of ·each resource available, on the ·quant.ity 
~ 
of each product made, on the _quality of each product. Even · 
within these restrictions there will exist many feasible al-
• =- - _,._ - -- -"---"'-·····--· 
. locations. Out of all permissibl~ allocations of resources, 
· i:t is · desired to find the one or ones. which maximize or min-
-
i imize some numerical quantity, such _as profit or cos't.-
Linear-· prograinming deals with that class of program-
ming prob·lem·s for "which relations between a11 · variables in· 
the objective function and the constraint equaticins are 
ta}, \ 
linear· (i.e., satisfy propor~ionality, non-negativity and 
additivity properties. See Dantzig [3] f9r detailed dis-
~cussion). .. "· 
Historically., the general problem of linear program-
ming was first developed and applied in 1947 by George B. 
Dantzig, Mars.hall Wood·, and their as_sociates · in the u. S • 
Department of· the Air Force. At that time, this group was 
-call~d on to investigate the feasibility of applying mathe-
·matical and related techniques to military programm·ing and 
planni~g problems._.This inquiry led Dantzig to propose 
. "that interrelations between activitie~ of a larg~ organiza~ 
. tion be viewed as a linear p.rogramming type model and the 
· c:>ptimizing pr~9ram determined by minirnizi11,g a lin~ar ob- _ .. ____ _ 
,(''\ 
I'( j' ' ' . 
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- j , ;; , , · .., , . , ·---·- , _4· --- -..... ... ·----... '(_ .· 
\11 
i 
_) . ' general problem of linear prfJgramm1ng and the simplex 
computational method for choosing the optimal feasible 
0 
program. In October, "1948, the_ group was given the offi-
·- . 
cial title Project· SCOOP (Scientific Computation or o·ptimum ~ 
Programs) in or~er to develop and further extend these 
,, ideas. Besides putting· the Air Force programming and 
I budgeting probl~ms on a more scientific basis, Proj~ct 
\~ 
' 
SCOO?' s major contribution ~,as the formal development and 
application of the linear programming· model. 
Prior to-the above development, howeve~, many 
attempts were made to introduce linear programming into 
economics as economis·ts first began to describe econ6mi'c 
systems in mathematical terins. Dantzig reports finding a 
crude example of a linear programming model as early as 
0 1758 in the Tableau Economic of Avesnay,·which attempted to 
interrelate the roles of the landlord, the peasan·t and the ,,. 
·, 
• artisan7 ~;more sophisticated model by L. Walras in 1874 
/ 
was also discovered by Dantzig. However, little was done 




War II era. Unt·il ,then, several important works were over- - -------······---·· 
II 
looked, which may be _explained in Koopmans' terms; "To 
- --.--.~---- - .. ·. --'~--
. many.- eco~omi-sts the term linearity is associated with nar-
-·· .f ' 
rowness, restrictiveness, and inflexibility of ·bypothesis" ~ 










·:·· ... ,,,,.,,[ 31 • Among those ,~orthwhile but unused works··---were'"'. those · of--~""-··--·-·· -- n,, -·-=·-··-· 
r, ,,, "'--. 
, .. , I 
..... ' - ',,. ·- . - ' { 
• ·,. 
~. _, J 
,::;_·' 
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· an.,extensive monograph in 1939 entitled Mathematical Methods· 
in the Org:anization= ·and Planning of Production~ several 
others of his papers, published in the following years, :. 




and. elsewhere, while linear progranuning became a hig}:lly· !! 
I• • 
developed technique [3]. 
Transportation Problem .... 
.. 
A class of linear programming problems having im-
portant applications can 'be formulated in terms of a· net-
" 
work composed by nodes conllected by· arcs, over which.various 
· · .kinds of flow take place. The classical transportation· 
problem arises when an optimal schedule of shipments must 
be determined., such that: \ 
. . a) shipments originate at sources where fixed 
f 
amounts of commodity are available, 
', 
b) they are sent ~o their final destinations, 
where fi·x-ed amounts ~re required, 
'llv" 
• I :.,, -·•---. 
·-. ~-
. c) ths--·-·total amount of commodity. available 
' . 





· · :· - ;;·· ·.--~~·:-'•:: :;·.·:."'·::··-.-- •;-~·~_._ ..... -,_~·!
0






: - \i 
at the~origins .are equal to the total re-·· 
quire"ment · a1'the destinations, .. 
the cost must satis·fy a linear objec-t:i-tie .· 
f-unction.· 
'· --.:_--····- -----~ ______ ._ ... ' .. ' . . - '' -. . . .. · -_. ~... -- _.. ---- ·-·-·· ·-;- --· ---- ... --· -·- ,---· ---- ---- ---- ---- -
" l· . . ...... ; 
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-----~ . ----. --------------·--·-·----The .... :now~-s-t~ndard- 2-fo rm --of----the -p-rob-l·em. ··wa-s········-:£ i;rst------------,--




constructive proced~re for solving it that is similar to 
• 
. the simplex method. However, 11th'is procedure d'id not ex-
•' 
.ploit the special character of the transportation proble~· 
• 
except in · finding the initial solution. Ind~_pendently, 
the·prohlem was studied by'iT.· c. Koop~ans [3l during iiorld 
War II in· an effort - to reduce overall cargo shipmet1t ttmes. 
The first efficient· solution technique, however,, was devel-
oped by Dantzig,/in 1951 as a special form of the -simplex 
method for the transportati·on problem. Th.is me_thod, which 
# is generally referred to as the uv-method, has. been success-
.. fully applied since then in problems having hundreds of 
.. 
--
~· ............... ' .. 







e~uations with thousands of unknowns. - .. - .. -··-·· ------·------ ... - .... ··-·-····---····•·· ----·----- --
._, )<l 
,. 
" l Several other methods of solvi·ng the transportation ~~ .. r:co.,. 
problem evolved from a combinatorial procedure called the 
. 'f.,. ·~ 
. 1 
"Hungarian Method," which· was designed by H. Kuhn [19] for 
solv~.ng the optimal a~si'gnment .problem which is a special 
type of transportation problerq_. Kuhn's procedure was.based 
.. 
on the' Hu~garian mathematician Egervary' s p_roof of_ l\onig' s 
' 
. . .. ,.. . ·• 
. 
0 

















theorem on linear gr~phs. One of these me_thods, called the 
primal•dua.l. transportation .methqd, was developed by L •.. R-- .. -... -
----- ----- ----·----- -
. , . 
- . . . .. . 
. '· .'. 
- . '"· . .. 
--··--·- .. ···•· ........ - - -·--··- ··-----·--·------··-- ··:·····--··· .. . 
--------~- . ---- -
Ford and D. ·R. Fu_lkerson as a resuit of tp.gir discovery_ of . •·······-·--·- -· 
- ~-'···· ·----·-·····------.·-·-------- -- -
• 
I • L, 
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------~-------· ___ ~;__ _ _:_..,.._-~ __ in networks .. L8 l • 
. ( 
When thi.s algorithm is applied to the r 
.. 
'*. - --. 
• 
. "' 
· ·special network of the Hitchcock problem, it. serves as a 
substitute for part of Kuhn's procedure, enabling .. an· analo-
"'~- . 
gous solution or the transportation problem. Others were 
I ~-
. , / developed by M. M. Flood, based on an alternate proof of 
a linear graph theore_m of Konig [5] and by J. Munkres (23]. 
~. 
Determination of an optimal· schedule for the trans-
portation problem by either the uv or the prim:al-dual me~hod 
i ~ ' 
mentioned above, requires finding of an initial solution. 
Although ·the effect of the method used in obtaining an ini-
' 
tj.al ,solution on the amount of computation required to reach 
. 
the optimal solution largely depends on the particular dis-
,tribution of the cost figures in the matrix, when the uv 
method is used, a study of R. Totschek and R. c. Wood re-
veals that for randomly selected problems .Vogel's Approxima-
tion Method of obtaining the initial basic feasible solution 
2) 
considerably reduces the number o·f iteratio~s · required, and 
thus the total solution time, compared' to the· Northwes,t 
'·( .. 
Corner Rule [ 21 • The;size of the problems used • the study 1n 
was between 5 X 5 and 14 X 14· 





~ on the initial· solutions.) In a similar s.tudy by H. Mueller-
I 
-----~~~-nc,•.:, :~~e.,.:,;x~;::x:·;;,,.,~:,~.,.~;;~::.,::,.~~~-;-~~~-?~,. an algorithm developed by the author prod~ced an ... 
. ~. . 
-- ~ --.------:-·- - ·_ .. --- improved initial dual solution of the transp.ortation· problem 
_ (~ -cf- .. -.. -~ .. _ --~he~ the primal-dual algorithm of·- Ford .ind Fulkerson was 
.. ' .. 
\. 
• I 
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STATEMENT OF THE - PROBLEM' 































' small problem,_~ by hand usi~g both the uv-method · an~ the 
primal-d-ual method, Ford, Fulkerson and Dantzig feel that 
J; 
the primal-dual algorithm offers the advantage of reducing 
the amount of computation required. "Since the la~gest l1 
.. -
problem attempted was a 2·0 ·X 20 · optimal assignment problem, · I 
- _./ 
-~-. ,,,. . 
and.that produced a 50% reduction in computation, they 
· "believe that as the __ size of the problem increases, the 
advantages of 1;.he present (primal-dual) method become even 




reports of this application have not been conclusive. More-
' 
-over, in a literature survey made to reveal rece·nt formal 
-~ ~ evaluations, there. seem to be no published studies to this 
purpose. 
In an effort to produce conclusive. evidence on the 
comparative efficiencies of these two methods, this thesis 
-~ will evaluate thei~ per·(gf'mances on_ large·r transportation 
problems, µsing a digital compµter. The criterion for the 
-·· -· ·- -
,: 
' ·'\ .. ,. . ' 
.. '."': 
,~ . - . ~,..,. ' 
·" 
:comparison will be the central processor times taken to solve -... :_ .. ·:: .......... , ... ,, 
. 
.. 
, . ., " .......... ' . , .. ' the --same problems by ea~~ method. 
-- -----
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·. - Linear Programming· . 
- ~ 
·. l. 
....... -.-- .... 
10. 
.1111· 
. ""' . 
. "'..; 
a.-....... . 
Since the tran1sportation prob·lem is a speci_al form .: 
,• 
--~- / 
of: the linear programming problem, it would be in order to. 
~ 
-give a brief discussion of the formulation and solution w-Of 
~ 
the linear programming problem. ("' 
""---
/''\ ___ .. · 
The general linear .. )programming problem can be form-
I • 











ulated. as follows: Consider an operation or process in 
which the set of variables are x1 , x2 , ••• , xr and are ~ j I 
I • I 
I 
~ 




i = 1,2, ••• ,m, 
where only one of'the signs.<,=,> holds for each constraint, 
- -
but the sign may be different among the constraints, and 
. ai , bi., are known co?!~.t~~.ts w~~~~ bi~<>-~ _ Fy.J:"th_etmore , __ on_l_y ___________ ---------:~-~:_---~--~-
the non-negative values- of the· variables are allowed.~ (i.e • 
.. x. >O, j=l121 .-~. ·,rJ-·and the--nr--const·raints are linearly inde-- · - - ·---.i·------ ----- ---· J- {) - -- -- ---------- --- -- ----- --- -. . . . . - . ' . 
,j 
· pendent. · Associated, r-with the operation, there- is. a variable 
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·- operation tha·t · can be_ expressed linearly in terms of the· 
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. ....... ·----- - -·,~· ~- ' • • • --~· • •• 4_ ,, -•,,-, •• .,-.•.-• H .... t, 
wher~ c1 , c2 , ••• ,er a~e given constants. Since many prob-
lems· are economic in nature, concept pf cost·, both negati·ve 
The p·roblem to be con-and positive, will be used for cj•-
.. 
sidered is that of finding the solution or group·. of solutions 
to the constraints (1) which minimizes or maximizes z • 
.\ 
).·· 
. · Since it is generally more convenient to work with ' 4 · 
,. equations .-~than with inequalities, the general formulation 
' 
~ 
ab·ove can be converted to standard form, by adding slack. 
--- -- . ·-- .-. •· - ·----~--- ---·-·· ---- ·-· .... -:·;··------- ·-·-·-- .- - . -·-·· 
variables to constraints with a< sign, and subtracting 
-
::--·~----------------·· ---·~,---· .·· · surplus variables fr()m the constraints· wi. th a ~ sign •.. In 
" 
· --------···-----------
- ---- --- -- . --
~. 
matrix notation the problem can be reformulated·- as fol·lows: 
. - ; r 
Find a vector x, 
.... 
' I 
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} I . 
fi • 
•' 
X = [x1 .x2 , ••• ,xn] ~ 0 , ·,. 
.,, \ 
'~ . ' . 
satisfying a set (?f simultaneous. linear -~quat'ions' 




~ f ' . . -- -·- --
. · .~· · ·. J .>,, 
: • • "a.- •• ., 
''. 
( 3) AX - Xl a1 + + xn an - b • • • ~ .. , 
pJ ,., ~ ~ ,, . '·, .: 1 /I 
-. 
-
,, ( . .. 
.. . 
~ 
and maximizing or minimizing the obj·ective function 
... 
.. 
{, . " 
.. 
where bis an m-dimensional requirement vector, a. are m-
d J 
dimensional activity vectors, xis an n-dimensional solution 
vector, c is an n-dimensional price vector, and A is the co~ 
; 
.efficient matri~ of size m x n. 
Since the constraint equations in (3.) a:re assumed 
to be linearly independent, the rank of matrix A ism, and 
;'""' 
._, -., \. 
tp.ere is at lea.~~t. one set of m act.i.vi ty vectors, .. say · 
.~ 
" 
·\bl , b 2 , ! •• , bm among a 1 ,-a2 , ••• , an (m < n), peter-
/, 
--.,-· 
mining a solution to AX.= b. When a sol~tion defined by van 
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i I rn-co_mponent vector. XB , also satisfie~ the. non-negat!vi ty , . .. . ..... c[ 
---~- .:........ . , i,~guj_~emen1:.,. it if'i called a ·basic feasibl; ,solution and _can ~.-. ..~··· ... 11[ 
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and. 




where B is the basis matrix composed .. of m line~rly inde~ 
perident vectors, and B-l is the inverse. of B. It could .. 
also be observed that there can at most be (~) such basis. 
'· 
13 :. 
The value of the ob_jective function corresponding to a basic 
/ 
feasible solution is· 
. .. 
. . 
. \: ;:·,; :· 
(5) ,. 
·~ 
z - CBl XBl + CB2 XB2 + + CBm XBm - CB XB • • • I 
... .. 
- ... ) ... 
·t' :· 




~,o- . -- --~~--~---· ----~·----,'+··~· --.--- .p. • ' . . . .. ·--· -~~----·~-·-··· -- ------ .. -
--r·-1·~--·_.; "· _;_ .. .::.·. ---· ----~ . -··· --~ ·:--- ·-;,·i,. •• 
" 
-
--. ·· w he~= , CB is an m-compoil:1:1~ row . !~C::~~:J:' .. (:~ll~a!Il:i.!1~ .1:he .· prtc;~~ ~c -···- -~--~~--' • • •. ·':"'.-."':·'. .-::C'•;,• • .; •.-•. ,, ...... -,-~ ,',,• !'.,··.-;,·.:'.·";;,':,,:·:." ,' - ,:•:.":····." 
·-··--· of the basic variables. fj 
. - ____ . .:__ ----·---------- ---- . ----------- ... -------·---···--·---- ---·-- ---··---··--y--------------- - ('; 
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~ The Simplex Method 
• j 
t 
' It can be shown that· se€ k of all·- feasible solutions 
\. 
. \ 
" ' / to a linear programming problem constitutes a. convex setf 
.. 
·- · _ _,,/ defined by t_he ~ntersecting hyperplanes corresponding to 
, ...... , 
the.constraining equations and .the nori-negativity restric-
tions [2]. Furthermore, each extreme point of this set is 
" associated with a unique set of m independent vectors (unique 
< 
basis) and borres-ponds to a basic feasible.solution.· Since 
. ' . 
k is determined by the intersection of the finite set of 
linear constr.aints (m + n) , it is either··"' convex polyhedron 
-·f, 
or a convex region which is unbounded in some direction (or 
c· 
it is vciid, in which case no solution exists). If the set 
)-.., 
is a· convex polyhedron, the probl:em'/has a solution with a 
w-
,. finite value for the objective function1- otherwise, the ob-
jective function might be unbounded. For the conve·x pol·y-
hedron it can be proven that the optimal solution occurrs 
at an extreme point· of the polyhedron [2]. · 
/ 1 ' 
,.. . i 
. ' 
··-~·=-------··--------· __ ---~,~..t---··--·-~~·----···-··-·-····-- ------ ~--- ·- T.Ij·e--· s·1·mt,1·ex·---methoa···of··--oi;itimi--zIA<i --z---··c-orisis·ts-··of ··---ari __ _ . --·- ,. --·- -·. --·-· - -,---·- -····-~· ---~~;: ~ 
l 
. - -· ···-·--·-····----····--~--------:-_. 
f 
--- •~ . . - . . . 
,-i. . 
p.11· 
iterative process which starts with an initial basic_feasible 
~elution, having a value z 0 _, and proceeds through _a cha:119~ 
of basis technique to a new basic feasible solution having 
· . · · · .' '· · , · .. ·. ·. '· , ,., ··· .• .. _., · · ·· · ··, ·· . · · · .. · · ·· • ·· • , . , ......... ··--·'"··=·'·-~·"'-' ,c,c, •. ~~cocc,,-, .. c·•. ·•···. ,., .... . 
_dependin_g· on whether . - -
,, 
. l -- ·- --- .. -. - -the problem is to maximize or minimize z. The process is ~ . 
. ' 










. , f.: > ,-·· 
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;'!:: 
"): . ,. 
-· . ·--"· ···-·-
. R . 
. ·' . ~ : 
. . 
-- -· -- - ''"ff' (, -- .,:: ' '----· '' ' --- , ... -- '' , .. ~- ' . 
- ""' -· . ' - ---. . . . 
... ___ ,..,,. 
. is reached. Since there are at.most ·r~l basic feasible 
solutions, the proc.ess terminates with a finite number 
of iterations. 
' p • 
In ordei;\ .. \j:e/ derive the r·ules for the metho4, let 
' ' t·,' ' . . d 
15 
us assume that an initial basic feasible solution is avail-
.. ... 
..,. 
able and given by XB = B-lb, having a value z 0 = c8 XB • · 
•' 
Since the requirement ·space is spanned by the b.asis, any 
vector not in basis can be written as a linear combination 






bl b2 b. 
a-
b a. - ylj + Y2j + + y, . + Ymj • • • , J . rJ -· r m ' -
·-~ 
or a. = B y. 





\. ' ' 
----··. _ .. ~---.. ~ ·-·---·- ------ - -- --- --- --- - ....... - 4-. --· --- .-- • • • -, --·•• --- ·--··-··,.~-.,,- • ........... • O •• •: ~ ,· .. ~' > •• c," ·--·----r-•• .. • ... ~•·----·-fl"•~•••,• - • •·--H-•• - • ---,···--··--,-- ... U. -·· ~--·••"' ·--~- ........ -4 __ .. ____ ..,_ ... •• ... 1 .. __ , __ -·-. 0 -·-··--~---•-••••-- -- ---- ,, .. ,o -- -----··-•- - -•• -·------
. ·····-·-- ···-·•·'"·--· -··----~-·--·-~-······ ..... 
r .. 
where y. . are known constants. A new basis, thus a new 1J 
: . 
basic feasible solut_~C?ri can be obtained by removing one of 
--- ---· -----·----------- -- - _,__ -· 
· the ·basis vectors, say b (y . -# 0), and replacing ·it with 
', -
·. 
),,. .. '. 
' 
'•' ... "" ..... .... . . .... .. '.. ....... .. .. ., . ....__.;..... ···:·,:-:·: ····"'' .. 
· - r rJ . · ... _ ....... . 
-::····· ··--· --~-.···--- , ......... _. '".;~.·-="· · .. :···:-. ·-·· .· 
a non-basis vector, say a. , in the following manner: From-
J . • 
... 
(61-, br c;~ be written as ~ 
- "~ ·- -,·· -·- .' .. 
>' t .,·--. 
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·- - q 
Replacing the br .... ,in- the initial .basic feasible solution 
. ' .. ~ 
;b_ 
- ..... _____ ""r.' ______ ,,_. - ·-
m 
. I i=l b. < = b 1 






b· 1 + 
··-·--.. ---- ·. ~· ·:_:·-··---.-·----: :--~-.- -- -- --~---··-----· ····---·-·-··--~---------··-····- '·-·-
.::· 
and • since it will be feasible, the new 
A 
denoted by _xBi -~ill be: 
r-
a, 



















• •••• ··- • .•, •- r•----•.••·:--·••,...,-·~.·-:.•.""";"~" ·,-·--• • -•---•- • ·-·· 
so+u~ion variables 
.,,· 
I G ,• 
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.Jo· ·, 
"'· .--··> -O· -·------·--.--_------.·-
, J. l.J 
which will be· the rule to determine which. column (r) of l3 
.;:. 
is· to- be· replaced to obtain a pew basic feasible solution. 1 
I 
If e = O , which can happen if . xBr = O , then the initial 
solution has less than m positive components and thus is 
degenerate. The new solution, however, · may or may not be 
'degenerate depending on the sign of the corresponding yij• 
..._.., - -
The selection of the non-basis vector is made 
because of its potential contribution to the improvement 
.. ----·; .· _____ ... : __ ,.:.,.--.~ -·------· ----- .. .... . ·• '" ··- -- - -- .. ·-- -
of the objective functi~n. 
,.. 
function z i·s 
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.. ......___.' A A A A " A 
z = · cBl .xBl + ·~-· + cBr xBr "t: • • • + cBm xBm 
., ....... ~ -
- -- ., - - .. -· --- - . . .. - ·-- ---- ..... ·- -
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I,_~ I' 
A 
Replacing XBi with (7) and (8) and noting • C' , J 
A. 
that· c 8 r 
since only the''price of the new variable entering the 
. .ba~,is changes , then,· 
-~ 
, ....... -, 
............ ' - -··. ··:---·"- - . . . . . 
-~-
A, m· 




CB• xB. - XBr + c. - - l. . 1 







and since the term for i=r, car Yrj 
- xar -




2 .. " i=l • 
' 
Defining· z. = E CBi' J Yij 
, A 
--- -•---- ... _-_ . _______ -- ·---·-·-···---- --- --





cBi Y· .. + y . 
- 1J. .rJ 




, then the expression reduces to 
J 
···.····:---::... ..... - .. ;,, ... ,. ...... . 
.... 
--·- ---·---~--------·-.,p.• , •_;; . 
... 
,.· 
- -••••••• ... ,,.-•-• .. o, ------· , .. ,,---~ .. ...._,«oP"-"•n -_. _
_
 .... "'" •-•- • -- - "" -
---·-·-······- ..... -... - .. -·--·-·····-·····- ....... .. 
• or 
. .. - ;i- -
·' -:- . 
;...,.;. 
A 
z - z 
-
e (z ,. 
-
C .. ) 
• 
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- - - -~ -
, ..... 
.. ·I' 
... This shows tha~ ,=~cting · a · non-basis vector with 
zj - cj ~. 0 or zj - cj < 0 will provide an im~roved ob-
jective function if .it is to be minimized or maximized, 
when at least one Yij > 0 in each case. (Otherwise the 
solution will be unbounded for each case.) 




, the values of~ z. - cJ.. If it is not optimal·, a new basic 
• 0 J 




provement to the objective function. Thus, the same process 
is applied·repeatedly until the optillla1·solution is found. 
The new values of z . - cJ·· and y. . that are denoted as· J - 1] -
i 1. - c. and Y .. , respectively, and whiCh are necessary J 1] 
in finding the new basic feasible solutions, are derived 
- -
A A 
· as for x8 i arid xBr and are: -
--. A 




_ .................. ,. .. J . 
. ~ 
= Yij .- Yrj 
~ --·-··----------
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k denoting the subscripi: ·. of t}le. entering vector •. 
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. D·uality in Linear Programming Problems 







• • Formulation o.f the dual problem and the fundamental 
. - ) 
Q 
. properties on the duality will be given ~ere without proof 
\ 
. ..]. .. 
. as back-gr_ound to the discussions in the following sections.--J 
Proofs of these pi;operties can l;>e found in most texts dealing 
·' 
... 
linear programnf ng 
. 
_..,P 
. ,with ~ [11] • 
, 
The original set of~constraint inaq~alities or equal-
/ ities given in "(1)_ can be conve.rted to ine·qualities 9 having 










. r , 
(10) 
. -· ---- -- -- -
... 
. ~ 
l de I j=l 1J 
Ii 
- - -
- --·- --- ----------------- --- ------·---- -
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i = 1,2, ••• ,s ., 
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-- . 
·where D is the matrix of the coefficient·s~d. . , and ct is a b 
. . 1J 
" 
· · . . _ -~5?~~. y~_9_tQX- corresponqing -to· A:··· and ·b,,:·respect-ively, -· iri · - --~-- . . ~-'--~---·-···· .. - .... ------""'--.. -.-:-:-;-:-~:-:~:·.-.:-~--=--· ·:-·-:--~·--~~:.:::::;~:=~~~-~-::-:.:-7""""; .. · .... ~ .. - -- ..... •· .. 
. 
-··. ·"' .. the standard formulation. 
---
- ·- ... -· 
~-
-· ----- ... , .. , ....... _ .... _. The dimensions of 1Y· and. d are~) - - · ·---=---------·--·: __ _ ------· -------- ......... --------------- - . .:.. .. - .. ~-:---··· .. ·--·.--·--------·. -· ..... _ - -- - --. ·- ... --· 
_o 
_di£ ferent from those of A and ·b due to the add-i tion of arti-. -· 
~-
,\ 
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/ 
, which converts them into the above · fo-rm. Tlien given _any 
\ 
line·ar programming problem, called th.e primal proble:m, 
• 
(.11) X. > 0 
-
' 




· there .. is another linear programming problem 








W'D > C . . 
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.... · ....... , ..... 
. . 
which is .called the dual of (11) , - o·• and~ c·- -bei"rig .the .. ---- -----~ ~->-· ----------- -
·transpos• of D and C~ 
. ' 
. ·, .. 
" ,0 
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lf X ,:,is any feasible solution to primal probl'em (11) 
a:ii4 W is .any feasible solution to dual problem (12f,"' then 
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If one set of problem' (11) , (12T has an .Optimal 
' 'I ' • 
solution then so does the other and they.are equal 
;f 
.. ; 
;:• . .:, 
that is 
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where X*, W* and z*.,Z* are the optimal solution vectors 
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"•" "'L ,f•.,. -,~ -· ,o~C, :. - • 
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. an optimal_ so.lut·ion to (lll and B is the associated basis. ~ ·-·, 
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. ". · ·Since z . - c . > 0 for a11~· J. ·in the . ~optimal solution and J J - ,,. 
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zj = Ec8 i Yij or zj = ···c. . B 
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Yj , But Y:j ·-· = B-l d. · , subst,i:. · · 
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·oefining w• , equati~~ (13) Shows that c8 B-l, is 
a solution to the dual problem _whi~h is also·· feasible and 
Optim~l •. This leads. to the following property: ~ ·,... 'I ~ ----
·. Property III 
If the· slack·variable1 which h~s been added -to the 
1( 
i-th constraint of ( l) is xr+·i and. the corresponding i-th 
variable in (12) is wi 1 similarly, if xj is the optimal · 
C . 
:primal solution, and the slack variable in ··j-th d~ual con-
/_l 
·====·~ strajnt i~ ws+j , the·n ·-- -· -·- --- --- · --------------- --- - --··-·. -·---- ---~ 
' ~n' 
' '\_ ____ ,_ 
l· 
·' . \. i( 
,, 
W t • X • = (l 
-s+J- -J 
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.. n • 
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... ~ In the discussion of the simple.x meth.o,d- above, _ it · ~ 
f 
was assumed that an initial basic feasible-solution 
u 
existed; such a solution is most frequently· fo'1lld _through ~ 
a 
an identity matrix~'] · If the constraints of the problem are · 
wt 
·of the, type (10) , · then addition of slack variables asso-
ciated with 'ze~o costs. would provi,de such a matrix and an 
irti tial solution. · However, in most case.s, the conv~rsio11: 
' .. 
'J' 
of constraints in the genera·! formulation (1) to the standar.,(i 
--form (3) will not provide a re·adily available iaentity matrix 
.as part 1of A~ In such situations it is neoessary to add 
-';i.'-·• 
artificial variables and vectors' to the set of constraints 
to fin·d an, initial basic fea·sible solution. Two comnibn 
methods of finding .an initial id.entity matrix, thus an.-ini-
tial solution, are Charnes' -__,M method and the two-phase 
method.,,. In the first method, the artifi'cial variables that 
are added are associated with large· n-egative costs (for min-· 
_ifuization, large cost factors will be positive), artd the 
\ . 
\ 
· simplex method is applied from the beginning to drive the 
artificial variables ~ut of solcition in the initial itera- ~ 
------ -----






Orden and others at ~D corp., the artificial va;i:iaj)les __ are ______________ ~_, ____ : _____________ )_ 
~ssociated with a cost of (-1). · In· ph·ase I, the simplex ··-···--~---. -~-~- -·· . - n 
•• 
. me·thod -is appli_ed to the problem, where the o}?jecrtive func-.~ 
tion ·to be maximized is replaced by the one oontai.ning ·only . 
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If ' 
. ' . fe·asible solution, the phase 1·,~will 1;extninate after all 
:the artificia.1 variables are removed from the basis a·na 
·the new objectf've function has a value zero. · In phase II, 
the. simplex method: is applied to the original problem for 
which the final solution of· pha·se· I will be the initial 
basic ___ -~feasible solution. T·he disadvantage of both methods ., -
~ is that in the initial iterations -1:he_ only consideration 
,. 
. is to remove -the artifici.al variables from the ··basis in 
order to obtain a basic feasibr{ soluti·on to the oi;iginal 
,.,.P -
. . 
problem; however, when the feasible solution is obtained, 
it may not be near optimality and a large number of i tera~--
tions m-ay be ,required in phase II· (or the .later part of 
Charnes' -M method) • A method called the p_rimal-c;lual 
I 
algorithm for linear p~ogramming was developed by Dantzig, 
Ford and Fulkerson [14], in which the replacement 6£ arti-
ficial veotor~ in the basis is made in suc·h a way that at 
the end of phase I ... ,,.a feasible as well as optimal solution. 
""' is found to the original. problem. Their method starts, with ... _ .. :~. 
a solution of the dual formulation.of the.problem whe:c:~ only 
r 
. 
the artificial vectors appear in the initial basis. This 
.. 
. •-•:,: •:;,;;,::v..;.:• -••••• - • • •· -·!-·~ 
. __ ,,; 
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D 
solution rele~ses certain ~l~gitimate vectors of the primal 
.. _... ··-- - --- -- --- " 
:. J 
.. -,>----··-·-----·-·-'··... ._;J 
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' enteri~g vec-tors (restricte~d primal) is optimized. If there 
r j 
,s.,_,' •.•• ~ ... --.--,.-"..:;. ____ ~---··"·:-~~-~-~~~-·--~~~i.fi.cia.l.: .variables. remaini.ng. in the - solution,· ·another·"·· .. ·-=~--· --~----~···::·-···,~·-- ··· 
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. . .,, 
. . 
-solution to the dual is found, which would re-lease 
. . 
- additional le~gitim·ate vectors for the primal basis. 
-This 
- - -- - . - ---------,----- . -: - --~ --- - - - - - ---
cycle is repeated-until·all the.artificial variables are • Q 
driven out of the solutibn and optimal solution to the 
p~oblem has · been obtained.. Al though this· met-hod would 
~ seem ~uperior from the computational point of view to the 
. ' 
Charnes' -M and two~phase_ methods, the thesis -by Rich-ard 
. •-
/ 
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The. transportation problem, as was defined i~ the 
Introduction, can be formulated .mathematica.lly as follows: 
._7.~~ . 
let ai be the commodity available at the source i, and bj. 
.... 
the commodity required ·at destination j. 
" 
The·n, if X·. is 
-1] 
the qu~ntitf shipped from sou~cen i to 
the un.i t cost of shipment being cij , 
will.minimize 
destination j, ·with - · / 
' . 
.~-
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.11 a· u · + l b· v·~ ;,/ 1 l J .. J j=l ·t,. tl.-
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s¢>ject to 
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(19) 
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1,2, 1,2, ,m, • • • -- • • • 
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·constraints (15) and (16) can be converted to_ the . 
.,.---~ -_ -- .. - .. --1. ---··---------- • ' •.. 
' . 
• 
standard mat·rix formulation ~ · = /b, in which , -. .,._ 
. . .: ' .. ··' •-" ,.- ~. . . 
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<>-· \ • (m+n) (mn) matrix. D~_rioting the lS an 
" 
·, 
."l · .• 
. -




column of A as p. . , it .. c.an be observed that they always 
.1J 
,have the form 
I' 
c21i - P . . = ei·. + em..1-J•. ~ 'l.). ,-. 
• 
J.) 
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-" 
where eL and e +.·are m and n component unit vectors. In _J ,_ 
·.f> 
'• \ 
Th~ fact that\ adding the first m rows of A and sub-
• 
• V. • •, . • 
'·• traoting.,it from the sµm of the last n rows gives -'cl· null 
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- __ ·_ .... 2.: .. -- .. - - - ,~ -· -~ 30 : - - ... "':. - . - -- . - ·--
··'. : I\ -,_, -, - /. 
' ~~-
- . ·-- ·-- -·--· ---,--·· _.:._ ____ ~--
----_-------ve-stser; shows that the rank of A is less than ·m+n (in fact 
... 
.it is ·m+n-1, which can, be seen· intu'itively from the con-
~traint equations). The conclusion that· can be reached .. ~ 
. 
- from this property is that any feasible solution to the 
// 
. ) I\, 
transport.ation problem will have m+n-1 of the x .. 's dif~·~ · 
' l.J 
ferent from zero. However, assuming .that we add m+n arti-
. ' 
If 
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identity matrix as basis (since A does not contain one), as 
•" 
" 
• .. ·~ ... ' 
(A,I) X X 
.a 
= b ,, 
\ 
_,; 
we know that the basis will be. of the order m+n. · In the 
_ ---:-Optima-1---s-o-lut±·on--;------howeve-r,---the re·--·w±-11-----be---on-ly- -m+n-1-ve ct ors 
.. 
p 
from A in the basis, leaving one artificial vector at a 
zero level in the basic feasible solution. Since any vector 
pij can be expressed as·· a linear combination of the rn+ri-l 
vectors of A in the b~st~, ~rtificial variables are never 
' - _I 
used explicitly,· and ~ny·, set of m+n-1 linearly independent. 









problem._ .Therefore, using doub).~ sub$cript notation,_ any __ 
' - ·} 
J 
·<'··-· 
v~~tor pii can be written as ,,, 
.. 
I 
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~ ' where a, 8 denot·e the basis vectors. Howerer, an important 
•.- ... property of the .transportation problem iS that,_ every y ij 
,::, ' ~ ~ 
' 
is +l or O (-see Hadley [14] for th~ proof), due to the 
particular form of the matrix A~ Therefore the simp+ex 
' '· 
method can be greatly simplified to solve transportation 
i-1 .. 
,. problems. In fact, from the mathematical point of view, 
-- any linear programming problem ~aving a coefficient matrix 
in the form of A~- ·efs in (20), is by definition, a trans-
,· 
,. 
portation ___ problem.· 
.. ;l' --- .. --- . 
Using ttie above result, Pij can be w~itten as 
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-- · where the basis vectors will ha~ alternately + and - signs, -
- . ~ ~ 
., - -. -, 




was- neces·sary in the simplex method. Similarly the expres-
01'. 
sion for zij - cij would.~ , . 
? 
(23) 
- C. I = 1J 
B c . . -1r 
cB· + cB. -qr ·_qt -- - ••• - C ., . l.J ' 
.; 
Furthermore, ·the transformation formulas for the basic' var-
-/ ( 
' ""'~ <;, 
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· lows: delete the ·i-th row and .ceplace bj by bj-ai (if bj>aiL 
0 
• r- ·~r delete the J-th column and replace ai by ai-bj Cif ai>bj · , ,, 
but delete only the row or co·lurnn if ~i =bj). . ,peating the , , 
procedure will assure m+n-1 basic feasible variables,. thus, C:::-{ 
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will ass_ure. that a1·1 the basic variables will have integer -
··r 
v~lues, which is a property particular to the transportation· 
problem. • 
· There are a number of methods £or ribtaining an· ini-
tial solution to the t~ansportation problem and al-1 of them 
have the above general form ( 3) • The method which will be 
,. 
used in this thesis is Vogel~s Approximation Method"'because 
of the relative closeness of the initial -·solution obtained .. . 
~to o~timality (c.f~ p. 7). 
I 
Vogel" s App;bximation method involves finding the: 
row or column with the largest difference between the lowes·t 
cost /v-cilue and the second lowest value. When such a row or " ~ ~-
column is· found, the maximum amount is placed in that·· cell 
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.. -wnich · ·had ~he lQwes.t c,os.t value. · Thu~, PY_.:m~~ing tb.e .Js:elec--. .. ;;.::=:.=~-:~=;~;~~-~---~~~~~:~~:~-: . . " -- •. - . . - - - - ,-_ ·-·- --:-= -.- - -·-- ---,- ... -· . . . .. . . . " ' 
• 
· tion ,of the variable ·entei;" the basis in this manner,. the 
.._ 
__ , .. ~:ge~e:ral . ,rules .. of f ind.ing an initial so·lution··· are used·· ·to · ··· ·-,· ····-.- -~ ·- ,_ -~------- -- · · · 
' 
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- · (i,j) in th_e transport·a_tion tableau, it can be shown that 
··ea.ch ve.ctor not in' the bas--is and tlie basis vectors at an 
non.;.zero level in {22) . form a uniqu~"'~loop. Thus, finding ~ 
'~ 
such a loop and alternately assign_ing + ··.'and - .)signs to the 
basic variables in the- loop would determine which b·asic 
variables among m+n-1 wil.1 be as a non-zero level, as well 
.. 
. ' . 
as determining their corresp,onding coefficients, which are 
necessary for expressing a -non-basic vector p .. in terms of 
•1J .. 
---basic vectors, as in equation -(22). 
b 
The uv-Method 
··---~ ------~---··----------····--·-···-------. -·····---·· 
• 
The algorithm to solve the transportation problem 
~ 
using the expression (21) for zij ~ Cij called the stepping 





,. ·ever, an a·lternate_ method of calculating zij - cij that. 
~ 
. 
~f-equires less calculation was developed int-a--· an algorithm-, 
' . called the uv-method, by Dantzig and will be, employed in 
this thesis • J 
.. The uv-method was developed from the dual formula- . 
.. 
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Cws, cwj , then, satisfying the_ 
· ~. · complementary .slackness, the dual constraints can be -written 
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(25·) 










where there are m+n dual variables. and>m+n-1 equations. 
But, the matrix composed of the coefficients on the left 
side of the.equations have a rank ofAm+n-1 (since it is· 
',:-
. ' 




~---::-~:--· fore, we can assi~n an arbitrary value to one of the. dual 
.. I 
variables and calculate th·e remaining m+n-1 uniquely. How~ 
( 
ever, the dual variabl~s calcui,ated this way will not sat-
isfy the dual constraints (19) ,unless the solution is op-
. I . 




(23), 0 calculation 
and the dual-constraint inequalities will 
Replacini ~he_ c81 .. i~ (25) in equation 
- "\.y J 
- - ·--- - -- -- \ ) 
of the dual var·iables in the above manner 
z .. l.J - C •• ·1] as: will simplify the e.epres~ion for 
l i ) 
I 
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Using the above .. resultsthe ·uv-method can be· 
summarized as. follows: 
" .. , .. 
, 
1) , construct a transportation tableau for 
the prob lern; ~ .... ' -
2), determine an initial basic feasible 
solution; 
: t"~ 
3) calculate the dual--- variables l:lsing t4e 
. ' 
·expressions C?S).and assigning u1 = O; ~ 
~ 4) calculate z .. - c1,J. for·each cell using lJ . . . 
~ 
.(26)--if all z .. - c.·. < 0 the scilution 1] ~J -
is optimal1 if not, 
.. / 










c .. > for l.J Z -• • 1J C. . > 0; 1J 
6) determine the loop composed of x 8 t and _tpe 
.· basic variables and assign coefficients 
of+ and - alternately in th~ loop starting 
with the first basic· variable, 
7) determine · the variable x:~ leaving the 
- · basis as t~~ Smallest valued variable x~j 
-- '(}1 
• • " 
~· 
',, 
-·~· ..................... -....... ~;a., ...... ~.-; .. ,.,_. __ .. ,., ....•• cc ... ·._ ............. tliat ha·d + coefficient assigned1· •• ,,.~·•-'"' ••. ;•~ •••>· .. ,- l .·o ,, ~,;-;,-, • h ,,,:c, ,_..,' ,,_ ;,o, • .~. • •• • ,. ',• • 
8) determine the new basic feasible solution ~ . ' 
-·· 
as: 
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step_ 3. " 
.the loop, C. 
"' 
I • 
the variables not in 
ioop: 
'': . -.: 
):The Primal-Dual 'Algorithm ) 




. the primal-dual algorithm is applied to transportation prob-




,; ·: . ~ ·: ; . 
:r 
general linear programming problems, it was mentioned that 
the algorithm sta~s with a solution of the dual formulation ... -···---------'--·-
of .the problem. Since such a solution is not readily avail-
\ . 
able for linear programming problems, it is necessary to use 
artificial variables explicitly •. However, considering the. 
dual formulation for the transportat~on probleni· 
: '\ 
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z = ~ a I· U• + 2 b. -·v. I 1 J. J J • ... 1 J .,I' 
·' 
·•. 
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\ 
• •-._._._. ____ _ 
" 
an initial solution'can be obtained by setting 
.,., 
r (27) i = ···1 , 2 , •· • • .. , m • u .. --=--, min c. . 1 . J. J J 
, 
.;,,,"<.• ,.~ i,,.. 
(28) v.::. min (c .. ·. - ui) , · j = 1,2-;.- •• ,-n-·----. oJ • J.J 
. l. 
When the primal-dual algorithm is_used, only the 
,)> 
• 
. Q artificial variables appear in the primal solution at the 
beginning, these ~re driven to zero producing an optimal 
feasible s6lution (c.f. pp. 25~26). For the transportation 



















positive level, the constraints will have the follo~i~g form: 
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and the artificial variables can· be driven to ze·ro by . --------. - .... ----- - \,:-~........... ::, 
adopting an objective func-tion which would minimize· their. . #{,_ 
. e I I - . 
sum, or m1n1m1ze: · 
r 
m /" n 
·.;. .. 
. ", l + l -· b. a. 
i~l 1 j=l. .J 
~- -- . ... . 
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I I 1,J 
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X. I l.J •• 
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However, in the restricted primal, only x .. 's for· which the l.J 
coiresponding dual variables satisfy the dual constraints 
as.strict equalitie~, may be positive, that is, 
~• u ~ (29) ·x· . . - > "O when u. + V, - C • . 1] -·1. J l.J ~ . ,. 
• , - Q, 
t8--. . 
.·: .. 









U, + V .. < 1 . J C • • 1J • 
,A. . 
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ll> - ' 
". -
Tilus, the complementary slackness is main.tained, .. as the : 
-legitimate vectors are allowed to enter the pr-ima~ basis. 
.. < ' • 
... 
Thi"s accordingly :guarantees· the_ optimalit,,y when a feas.ible , 
. •. ~ .. 
solution is obta~ed. 
_, 
From the above discussion, it is notable that the 
restricted primal problem can be formulated as- fol.lows: 
• • 
,,·' 
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. \, . . . . 
_·the restricted pri~al. i~ the above· formulat·ion is a flow. 
flj 
. problem and can be solved by the simple labeliD;.g technique 
developed by Ford and Fulkerson for finding maximal flows / .. 
in networks. The · network composed of m+n+2 nodes corres-
ponding to the· restricted primal problem is shown in Fig~ 
\ 
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from origins to destin·ations (i to· j), .. but fictitious flows· 
in the opposite directions are permitted in branches wh·ere 
there is at least as large a flow in the prop~r direction; 
• 1.-e., · 
' -~ 
<:f ;:, ... ·. 
-~~,. 
·x. . == 
1J X ! . l.J 
.:-.:.·· 
where x. . is · the net flow,. and x ~ . , x. . are the simul-1J l.J Jl. 
taneous flows in opposing directions between the nodes i 
,.\) 
and j. /1 
) 
T-he standard transportation tableau can be enlarged 
by-two rows and two columns to find the maximal flow in 
Figure II as: 
··":'· 
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Transportation T·ableau for the Primal-Du,al Algorithm 
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where - the labels -for the origin nodes .,.are o i. and_ 
1
Y i ; _ 
.. 
• 
· labels for the · destination nodes · are 8 j an_d p j , and x; . , 
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( 31) • xi 
s 
==·· a , -
• 1 1 j=l X . . 1J i • 1, 2, ••• ,m 
- -· .... ______ . ·-·· ·-- _ .. ~-··-···_.,-· .. ~------·-~-·-·.-.· ......... ~~--·-· .. ,-, .,· 
..... J 
m ( 32) X . = .b • -SJ I J l i=l X. • 1J \ 
, 
'j . = l , 2 , • ' .•• , n 
~-
'!he ·steps- of the primal-dual algor.ithrn for solving 
the transporta~ion problem will now be described. Proofs 
for the results given in several steps can be found in 
[ 8, 14] • \ 
., . - ---· ... · ....• -· .· -----·- ·-····-· - -- ··--- --· ". 
.. . ... 
. . .. . . --- ---- - I • Oeterinina.tion· of an initial solution: 
.. An ini ti a 1 sol uti6n for the dua 1 can ·. be· found by 
cal.culating u. and v. as in ( 27) , (28) , and circling the 
. 1 . J ,.. 
~ 
--,, . _ .. - ____ :··-------- ....... _cel~s for which ( 29) holds, thereby distinguishing the 
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earlier·can be applied to those variables which- cari b~coJne 
' .".'\,. 
• I positive (i.e., _circled-eel.ls) to find an initial flow in 
r the network. The excess _ e_apacities for each row and column L-----~--------
- --~--
_____ ,, _______________________ .., _________________________ -··-··· ' '. ··-
... 
are calculated from (31). and (32). 
u An alternate method of. finding an initial soluti·on, 
was developed by H •. Mueller~Merbach in which the rc,w or 
;,;-
' 
colwnn, .whi.ch contains ;the Ia·rgest quantity ~(ai or bj) is· 
,._ 
used to calculate the first dual variable, the row or column .. 
,__..,. 
/ 
~ith tije second largest quantity is used to·calculate the 
sec,ond dual variable, and the procedure is repeated until 
all the rows and columns are considered. Such an initial 
solution would have a larger number of variables that can 
become positive in the rows or columns which contain the 
largest shipment quantities, and therefore, the sum of the 
~ 
excess capacities would be reduced, providing an initial 
·· ,;.~ solution closer to optimality. A test mad_e by the · author 
.. 
" 
__ I , 
- \: .-
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' 
-sh·owed that· on 400 problems ranging in size 30 X 80; 50 X 60, 
50 X 80 improvement in the inftial solution based on the 
reduction of excess capacities was about 30% (c.f. pp. 7-8). 
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Calculation of the maximal flow: 
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'Thee, rows for wh.ich XJ. t, 0 are labelled 
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. · where s stands for the Source.· Starting with the labelled 
· · row of lowest index (i) , colurrins (j) which contain a circle 
in the labelled row (i) are labelled as: 
\, 
( 33) 
· a = · o . ~, 
-j . 1 • Pj = 1 • ;.;.· 
.· . 
If a column with positive excess capacity (xsj > 0) 1 
is found, flow can be -increased; ·if not, the unlabelled 
-
rows should be labelled from the newly labelled rows·by 
checking the- labelled columns for a circled_ cell of positive 
- -"-···- ··- ..... - -
-..i:;• 
assignment (x .. > 0) • If (i) • not labelled, labl!l it row 1S 1J 
as 
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Then additional columns are labelled from the newly labelled 
rows as in (33). 
At the end,of this procedure, we will either label 
----------------------·---··· ·a· columiiwith X • .> 0 in Which case the flow will be in-
- SJ 
I 
creased by the. process of step 4, or there will not be any 
. ,8 ... 




·· · .. ··:·· ············labelled column with ·xsj ->. Q. In the· latter event the flow -----~.:-,--·,c-~------- ---------- ----
< 
is maximal <.restricted primal is · optimal) • If the sum of 
-• ..... -- ... ····-
~,,a'c",·-·----·---'--·--" .. "·-~·----'-~··. ..:.,.-, • the excess Capacities are· not: zero 
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i," the "primal is still unfeasible and a new dual solution will 
~ 
... 
,.: :1 .. :.. • be found to release additional primal variable (s) to enter 
. ' 
the basis by step s. If, however,· the sum of" the excess r· 
.---~~. . 
capacities is also zero, then the primal is feasible and 
the optimal solu1:ion is· found·. 
,...,•,;. ... 
4. Increasing the flow· in the _restricted primal:· 
----, 
When the column (j). with x8 _j > 0 is labelled, thEt 
flow can be increased by: 
• 
a= min(xsj , ·8.) 
J. • 
The variables that are in the path are determined by the 
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found, in· which case 1f 
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s. Finding a new dual solution:·· 
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- Denoting the sets of labelled rows and columns by - ) 
I and J ,, respectively, then f_ind 


















thus, restr'icting the calculation of h to the uncircled 





u. - ui + h 1 J 
i e: I 
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-····-- - u. - u. ··--- -·--· 1 l. 
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\ least one cell for Which U. + V. = C . .. 1 thus· at least one l. J 1] . . .,, 
more cell can be circled ('i.e. corresponding primal variable 
. -_. 
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c .. for the 
. 1] 
cells with x. . > Q. Therefore, the maximal solution of the 1] ~ 
old restricted prJmal problem will become the initial solu-
- d 
tion for the new restricted primal problem. Since each new 
• 
value of the objective function of the dual can be shown to 
be strictly greater than its previous value, repetition of 
. . ' 
$\ 
this proced,u:i:-E! _begi.nning _ with _step 3 will--terminate in a 
-- -- ------
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE- - ----- --- - --- - -· ---- --------·---~ .. ., .. 
•·. 
. , . 
•• 
... 
. Problems Considered .,· 
In order to evaluate-the relative·computational 
efficiencies of the uv-method and the primal-dual algorithm, 
transportation problems varying in size from 5 X 10 to 
----.-. ---- 30- ·x -50 were solved. Since in most practical applications, 
.. 
I ,; 
.- __ ,... 
transportation problems ha~e rectangul~r matrices, problems , 
---~SOived in this thesis considered m < n. (Howev~;~ ~~ - ---- ----·-... - . 
\ restriction cannot·significantly alter the results, since 
it is _the respect~ve positions of the cons;tants cij within 
the matrix, rather than the shape of the matrix which deter-
. . mine,s the relative efficiencies of each method.) The size. 
categories of the problems solved ~ere 5 X 10,_ 10 ~20, 
20 X 30, 30 X 40, 30 X 501 there were five problems in each 
0 
of the categories. 
In the original Ford-Fulkerson paper [6], which 
( 
proved an algorithm pertaining td ''maximal. flow through a I 
" 
network·, no assumption as to the integrality of the constants 
• 
was made. In their later paper . [ 8] , however,· in which this 
algorith~ was applied to the solution of transpo~tation. 
... 
- ._,-, .... '' ' -
---:=--:~-~--~·~- " ... _ ---proorems-;-resuT·t 1ng·1n-·t11e-~O~~i;ti~~- ~f-th;·---~;i;;1: d~·tl---~~ --- .--.,.-
I 
( 
algorithm, constants wer~ assume·d, to be integral. ,Neverthe-
less, Hadley's proof of the pril!}.al-dual algorithm [ 14] 
t . \ '. ·. . . • 
.~ 
·I,. • 
.. · ' ~-
.... ' 
.>' ,., .. , ......... ,. 
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--- -----, ~--·cc.c.:-···--·. ··- - -- --,.--·- -·-··-,···-~ 
included no assumptions of integrality. For this thesis, ~ 
L- ___ ----·~---~--------Constants {c1 J· ·, al:-; ,-- b-1---) were assumed to be integers, ~ ~ ~ '' 
. ~ 
- ------- -·. ~- -
- - -------
I~ 
thereby greatly simplifying the programming difficulties. ~ . 
Computer Programs 
,. 
To solve simultaneously problems by both methods, 
' a computer program in Fortran IV consisting of one main 
program and four subroutines was written and run on the - % ~~ 
Control Data 6400 System (see Appendix I). The main program ' 
·---···--··-·············-······----,,------······-': generated trans,Portation-:.cproblems··of*destred srzes·as lcliCJe .···-;. ·. " 
~ ·-"." 
........ --~----------
as 100 x. 100. Fortran Library routine RANF was used to. 
assign two-digit random integer values to (cij , ai , bj) •. 
Aside from makin.g the output format simpler for larger prob-
lems, the"' limitation· on the, magnitude of the· constants was 
arbitrary. In cases where Lai~ lbj, the main program 
automatically calculated slack and made the necessary row 
or column addition to the tableau. -·The main program printed 
, out the problems generated, as well as the centra-1 processor 
times taken to solve them by each method. The first sub~ 
routine (POI) determined an initial solution for the primal-
' 
___ _ dual al~orithm, w~ile the second subroutine (PDO) calculated _ ( _ 
· ___ ,_ the optimal solution for it. The last two sub_~~~~=~·~~-~--,---~--~G-1~--,-·~--~~-~~~.;~.=~~-~- · __ . 
__ ·-·~Ql __ ~iiC-ui;t-;a.=th~ illi~Lai":~~~p~~-m~±~ ~o-fUtt;ns·us-ing ·tne:·-·--··-·\-·--------·---
,Voge l's Approximation and uv-methods, respectively •. Optimal ~ 
-·. ----· .. -------- -- -·- ---- ---
- ~- - - - - ~ 
.. --- ----· -- -·--. -- --- . ,. ----,· - ······- ·-···-,c-----"---,--"-··--------~·-~=·--.,~~,,-,.~~---·-values· of thEi solution variables from both methods and the 
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( : 
j 
total c~s't.s Were printed:__out by the subroutines. The-
.~-- · Devonshire Program for the Transportati~n Problem currently 
\ used at Lehigh University Computing Center, was employed to 
prepare the last tt-10 subroutines,. with particular attention 
toward maintaining programming techniques c~o.mparable to the 
r~~\l\,,_ 
' '"" 
. ~ '\ main program and first two subroutines. ·· 
Degeneracy is frequently encounterfd, in transpOrta-
-· 
tion problem$ (i.e., when there are less than (m+n-1) solu-
~'. . 
_/ 
. ,;, . 
tion variables at a positive level), however, this does not 
' ,. 
. . I 
i 
- ---.,.. ~~ ·- --~ - --- . -
•· .,-.,-.,-•••-••·•··•·•,-••.I•·••- r., •. ,.~. •• ••• •··•"" ""'"'' _,; .,,~,,,, •'·'". • •· •-'"".a.•"",_ •, ,.,. . , ,,·•·• •••·· ·•--•· • .,. "• «••·• -• , .• ,, .,••· .• , .... ,. , .. •••· ,-.nu .. ~. ,.· ... •,-.,.u•••~-'-"" -•,,...o,,r-·,n,o ,.,ss....:Cn,._O._,. ' • · _.,_. 
\ present. any difficulties from the computational point of -
v·iew for either method. For the primal--dual algorithm, the_ 
I 
method of determining l_ an initial dual solution~ (subroutine 
POI) always assures primal variables that can become posi-
\ 
tive in each row and each column of the \tableau. In· each 
. / subsequent iteration towards optimality (subroutine PDO), 
,,. 
additional primal variables are allowed to become positive. 
Since complementary slackness is maintained,. when optimality 
is reached, there will be at most (m+n-1) primal variables 
--- -------
- -- . -·-- ·- -· ·--. ·-- --- -· 
in the solution at. a posi.tive leve·l. When there. are only_ 
' 
· (k<m+n-1) variables at·a positive level in the optimal solu-
. -, \ tion, the solution is a degenei;-ate bas,ic fea,sible . solution.\ 
, ..... -
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-and their values,· as well as { (m+n-1)-k) basic variables 
a 
' that will be cft a zero level. For the u::_v· method, subroutine 
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ABC Will always det~rmine (m+n-1) initial basic feilsible 
variables. _If degene~~cy is_ present, some·\\ of these var-\. 
iables will be at a zero level •. In subroutine ABD, where, ti--~ \, 
the .initial solution is optimized, (m+n-1) basic feasible 
~ .. 
54 ~ 
vari~bles are mai,rrtained in the solution by always allowing 
. only one basic variable to leave the basis at each iteration. 
Although about 50% of the problems solved for this thesis 
. 
h-ad degenerate basic feasible solutions, a 30 X 30 trans----
Id 
portation problem with slack and high degeneracy was also. 
' 1 
• 
' . _,. -.. ' . ... ... .... ... . ... , ... \¢-.."''!... ..... . . .. ....................... ,............. .. ............................................................... ·-··--·"--····-···----,. ..... _______ , ______ . __ ,,_ .. - ....... ._ ,_,_,_ - -- Ka•--,:..-•-•• ·-•-•·-- "' • '"·-·•,," ""·'"""'"''" .-., .... '"'"· . .. ....... '' ,..,, ...... , "• ......... • ..... , ...... ,... .. .... •• "' ,.. ........... • .,_. ..... ., 
• ,'I;-' 
solved to further demonstrate the performance of both algo-
. ,; 
rithms under such circumstances. 
The polynomial regression program BMDOSR developed 
' " 
by the Health Sciences Computing Facility of UCLA (version 
of August 16, 1965) was used to determine the functDons of 
the solution times versus the matrix size for both methods 
f 
and the function for the improvement factor (central pro-
cessor solution time for the uv-method_ divided by central 
processor solution time for t~e .. primal-dual algorithm) 
versus- the matrix size. These functions were plotted by 
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Central processor t.imes required to solve generated · 
problems by both methods are listed in Table ,I. Mean· solu- · 
· tion times for each size category were calculated. (see 
Table ;I ) and their values were plot~ed against the matrix 
' 
s~"ze, (m+n).. The resultant graph suggeSted a pol:romial 
. 
' curve in each case. The BMDOSR program was used to calcu-
late the polynomials; the polynom_ial functions obtained for 
each method are as follows: 
.. 
) 
·for the uv-method, 
Y = 1.40338 - 0.14148x + 0.00426x2 , 
for 2 and 2 degrees of freedom, F value was 
significant at 0,005 level (F = 435.18322); 
· for the primal-dual algorithm, 
y = 0.48442 + o.0259lx + o.00030x2 I 
for 2 and 2 degrees of freedom, F value was 
. ~~ significant _at 0.025 level (F = 41.22321). 
' . 
'(_: 
__ : _____ ,_: ___ ··--·-------------·--:--.. -: __ . ---------F-o-r the -improvement factor,- using -the same· program;--·-the -------------------- --· ,.- ·. _ .. ·- --------~----. ------- __ 
• 
V 
~----·- ' -- .----
' 
. function obtained is: 
i 
" Y l 7····4· a11· + 0 03718x · - ·- ····-- ---- ------· ·-----·-----···-······------·----·~-·-···-· ··-·~-'-·-~·--·---··----- .... -----.. ·---,-----. =· •, -. ,, ' -----~_._ ___ ,_ '' ' -----------;_______ 





for 1 and 3 degrees of freedom, F ,value was 
sig.nifica.nt at O. 05 level (F = 1s·. 362~0r) • 
'' Independent variables (x) are the.matrix sizes (m+n) in the 
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- Graphs I and II. Solution times are significantly lower 
for the primal-dual algorithm with increasing difference~ 
as the problem size increases, which Graph I demonstrates • 
In fact, the apparent. difference j.n solution times, and 
the ma\~itude of the solution times for the uv-method for 
larger problems, were the limiting factors for the size of 
.'-t, 
the problems that were c·onsidered jfor this '"thesis. For a 
transportation problem of 3Q X SO, solution time required 
for the uv-method was about five times that of the primal-
dual algorithm (see Graph II for· the improvement--factor) • 
Since both ai and bj were randomly generated 
integers, in each of the problems solved slack was p~~sent 
and was .calcu,lated. The amount of slack calculated for 
each pi::oblem by the main program is given in T.able II. 
Table II also indicates the problems that had degenerate 
basic.feasible solutions •. 
,The 30 X 30 t;ransportation·--problem that was solved 
V . 
'· --- -~ .. -- ._ ~---= 
... 
to ~xemplify the performance · of both methoci!;_ w~ 'th. slac~--- ---------·--------------~-------- __ . 
---------·---·-····---·-·--·-·······-··-··-- .... ·- _ __,.... -·---~:-'---.----'-·- .... ----··--·--··· ... ····- ·•··-· ··-. . . -----------··· 
"' . 
·-...,_ 
- -'\. - -
~ 
. . _·,1 •• 
... 
and high degeneracy, resulted as follows: 
. 
. 
pr_imal-dual solution time - 1. 308 seconds -r -
- fl - ~, - ~-~-· ..•• ~ ... 
' 
"'ii. - .. , .; ,. ·---· h•••• -- h"•·- " uv-method solution time - 5.053 seconds. 
• I -
,. 
The -constants a. , b. , and c .. for this .. problem, anq the 
_ 1 J _ 1 J · ,, 















solution variables • • are given in 
...... 
' 
{· . ... ~ 
' 
. ''\, :, V 
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·,.l Code m n. .Time (Sec.) Mean Time (Sec.) 
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. __ Slack and Degeneracy 
Amount of 
, .. 
n Slack Added Optimal Solution 
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l .sco 3,000 7,5uo 
MATRIX SIZE (M~Nl(XlO )J· 
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' Graph II 
.... 
':;.''· 
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.. 
\ 
6,000 7,500 9 ,00G 
MR~RIX SIZE (M+N)·(X10 .11 
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CONCLUSIONS 
' .. Results obtained in this thesis strongly support 
· .... the hypothesis of Ford, Fulkerson and Dantzig, that· the 
primal-dual a-lgorithm for solving. the· transportation prob-
U 
lem is superior to the"uv-method in reducing the amount of 
computation required, not only for small problems, but, 
more significantly,. for lai:ger ones, as well. In fact,. 
judging by these values, the primal-dual algorithm would 
' considerably extend the size and the n~er of proble~s 
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,•' SUGGESTIONS ... FOR FURTHER STUDY 
.. 
According to the.results of this thesis, the 
primal-dual aigori thm is superior to the uv-method in 
solving transportation problems where constants (ai , ?j , 
cij) are integers~· It would be of value to study the 
p 
GOmparati ve efficiencies of these methods for transporta-
tion- problems with non~iriteger constants, and capacitated · 
transportation probl~ms where the standard transportation 
problem is extended by additional constraints to limit 
the valu'es that xij can have in the optimal solution (i.e., 
I 
x .. <d .. for all i and j). Were the results of such in--1J- 1J 
vestigations to·reaffirm the effectiveness of the primal-
du~l algorithm, th~n surely the prediction of Hadley that 
\; -
the primal-dual algorithm should soon replace the standard 
) 
uv-method ·of solving transportation problems could be 
realized [14]. 
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PROGRAM 0 TO OB"TAIN OPTIM-nl SO(LUTION, NUMB'ER OF !TE.RATIONS ANO 
SOLUffI-O~J TIME FOR THE TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM USING PRI,MAL-OUAL 
ANO ~-V ME,THOOS. · MAXIMUM SIZ·E OF COST MATRiiX r·s ·100X10,0. THE 
' ' 
. J PROGRAM WILL GEN'ERATE THE PROBLEM o,F DESIRED ··rYPE ANO SIZE' 
WJ:TH: COST MATRIX, ROW REQUIREMENTS ANO COLUMN REQUIREMENTS 
HAVING INTEGER VALUES. 
/ 
DEFINITION OF VARIABLES 
ICOST<I,J·>.=COST VALUE IN THE ROW <I>. ANO CO __ LUMN ,··tJ> OF THE COST 
J MATRIX. ( ~ 
') IROW(I)=ROW REQUIREMENTS <AMOUNT~ AVAILABLE AT THE SOURCE <I> >. 
ICOL<J>=COLUMN REQUIREMENTS . <AMOUNT REQUIRED AT THE DESTINATION 
~< J) ) • ;, 
'M=NUMBER OF ROWS (NUMBER OF SOURCES>. 
' N=·NUMBER OF COLUMNS (NUMBER OF DESTINATIONS). 
IRSUM=SUM OF THE ROW REQUIREMENTS •. 
ICSUM=SUM OF THE COLUM~J REQUIR'EHENTS. "-
NTIMEO=INITIAL CP TIME. . ~, 
NTIME·N=TIME AT .THE END OF PRIMAL DUAL'. ,.1'ETHOO OF SOLUTIO~. 
NTIME1=P~IMAL DUAL METHOD OF SOLUTION CP TIME. 
NTIHEM:=TIME A'f%,ifHE END OF U-V ME.THOD OF SOLUTION. 
NTIME2=U-V. METHOD OF SOLUTION CP TIME• 
IU(Il=DUAL .VARIABLE FOR THE ROW (I)~ 
IV(J}=OUAL VARIABLE FOR THE COLUMN <J>. 
IVAL(I,J)=VALUE ASSIGNED TO POSITION II,J> <AMOUNT SHIPPED 
FROM SOURCE <I> TO DESTINATION (J) >. 
IPSI<I,J)=OPPORTUNITY COST FOR THE POSITION <I,J). 
IRLB(I)=LABEL OF ROW (!). 
ICLB(J)=LABEL OF COLUMN <J>. 
ITER=NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ·ro OPTIMIZE THE INITIAL SOLUTION. 







- ' / 
I • 
. j 



























IBQ=LARGEST ROW REQUIREMENT. 
IPL=LARGEST COST VALUE. 
IVAL(L)=VALUE ASSIGNEQ TO LOCATION (L) • 
LOCA<L>=POSITION OF LOCALION (L). 




COMMON/8/NO, M, N 
READ THE TYPE ANO SIZE OF THE PROBLEM 
; 
READ (5, 1) NO, M, N, A, ASG, SON 
. FORMAT (31~, F8.4, F8.2, F8.0) 
IP <SON .EQ. 2.0) GO TO 110 
WRITE (6, 2) NO, M, N 
FORMAT < 1H1., //13H PROBLEM , Io, 2 OH 
12HM=, .I2, L+H N=., I2//) 
IF' (ASG .NE. 1.0) Go···ro 222 
GENERATE ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM 
C 
WRITE (6,. 6541) 
6541 FORMAT <23H ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM//) 
X=RANF<A> 
:QQ' 44 I=1, M 




DO 22 !=1,M 




















' ' I 
3· 



















00 33 J=1,N 
ICOL(J)=1 
GO TO -4 ~,. 
OONTINUE 
- ! 
GENERATE TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM 
M·M=M + 1 
NN=N + 1 




DO l+ I=1,MM 
00·7 J=1, NN 
COST -MATRIX) 
IF (I .-GT. M) GO TO 9 
IF (J .GT. N> GO TO 8 
ICOSTCI,J>=RANF(0.0>•100 




GO TO 4 °'' ~ 
IF -· ( J • GT--. N > GO ,, TO l+ 
ICOL(JJ=RANF{O.O)•tOO 
GO TO 7 
CONTINUE 
-
PRINT THE PROBLEM. 
·.DO 10 1=1 1 M 
W~ITE (6, 11) (ICOST<I,J>, J=.1, N> 
FPRMAT (1HO, 2016) 
,WIRITE (6, 12) 
FpRMAT (//21H ROW REQUIREMENTS) 
W~ITE · (6,11) <IROWCI)_. 1=1, M> 
WRITE ·(6, 1'3) 
i 








































FORMAT. (//24H COLUMN REQUIREMENTS) 
WRITE (6, 11) (ICOL<J>, J=1.N) 
C AL CUL ATE .SL A~C K , 
IRSUM=O 
ICSUM=O 
DO 112 1=1,M 
IRSUM=IRSUM + IROW(I> 
DO 12 0 J = 1', N 
ICSUM=ICsu·M + ICOL,(J) 
IF <IRSUM - ICSUM) 121, 122, 123·' 
M=M + 1 -
IROW<M>=ICSUM ~ IRSUM 
00 130 J=1,N 
ICOST<M,J>=O 
. WRITE: (6, 160) IROWCM), M 
160 FORMAT (/~1ox; 7HSLACK=, I6, 10X, 7HAT ROW, I2) 
GO TO 150 








DO 1,40 I=1, M 
rco·s1 <I, N·> :=o 
ijRITE <6ir17D> ICOL(N), N 
FORMAT C//10~~ 7HSLACK=, I6, 10X, 10HAT COLUMN, I2l 
.. GO TO 15 0 










SOLVE THE PROBLEM USING THE PRIMAL-DUAL METHOD AND CALCULATE 
T·HE TIME 
DO 33,33 !=1, M 
3333 MROWCI)=IROW(I) 
DO 4444 J=i-; N 














· CALL ;CPTIME~<IARG> 
NTIMEO=IARG 
, .... ..,...,. 
WRITE,(6, 400) NTIMEO 
40 0 FORMAT. < / /10X, : 16HINITIAL 
CALL POI· ' . 
_CALL POO , 
'CALL CPTIME<IA~G)_ 
· NTIMEN=IARG i 
: NTI.HE:l=N 1TIMEN ~ NTIMEO 
·wRITE.C6, 401) -~TIME! 
40.1 .. FORMAT (//lOX, \26HPRIMAL 
i ' C i j 
\ ' 
\ 
CP TIME=, Io> 
DUAL SOLUTION TIME=, I6) 
C 
C 
SOLVE THE PROBL~M USING THE U-V METHOD ANO' CALCULATE THE TIME 
6666 
7177 
· 402 · 
110 · 
DO 6666 I·=1,. M l 
• . l 
IROWf I>=MROW(!) · 
00 1"(_77 J=1, N 






WR I TE ( 6 , . 4 0 2 ) 'NT I ME 2 
FORMAT (//10X, 19HM00I 
GO TO 111 
STOP 
END 





















SE(}lION TWO FlNO AN INITIAL SOLUTION FOR THE PRIMAL-DUAL METHOD INilIAL RESTRICTED PRIMAL I 
· COMHCN/A1/IC0STC1D0,100) '. 
\ 
, COt1Mbl'UA2/IROW<100>, ICOLUOO> 
CONMON/8/NO, M, N 
I 
COMMPN/C/IU(100), IV(100), IVAL<too,100, 
C FIN. INITIAL DUAL VARIABLES I .
C ! I 
22 i FORM~T C1HO, 20·!6) 
I 00 2Q1 I=1,M 








I ool 2011 J=1.,N 
f IS =c[,crsv+ICOST<I,J)) - IABSUSV-ICOST(I,J)))/2 1ru I>r.:rsv 
\ co~ TINUE I • I 
100 Z11 J=i,N 
iIT TMIN=1000 
. . ' 
:oo 202 I=1,M 
j ' 
. ITETMIN=1(ITETMIN+ICOSTCI,J>~IUCI>l - lABS<ITETMIN-ICOSTCI,J> 1+IU<I>>J/2 
IF <ITEnq.N .EQ. 10> GO TO 210 
.rv ( ') = ITETMIN 
...,..~ . GO O 21·1 i 



























W ITE<6, ·400) 
F RMAT (////42H 
W ITE (6, 300) 
INITIAL FLOW IN°THE RESTRICTED PRIMAL> 
F RMA·r (//3·3H NR NC 
0~ 260 ·1=1,·M 
0 (j) ~2 2 0 J = 1 , N 
· ItSI=ICOST<I,~> - IU<I> - IV<J> 
If (!PSI .NE. 0) GO TO 220 
IV AL < NR, NC> ·/) 
0 








IijOWCNR>=IR9W<NR> - IV~L<NR,NC>~ 
190LCNC)=ICaL(NC) -· IVALCNR,NC) 
P~INT THE INITIAL SOLUTION 
I \~ 
W~ITE;_ (6, 301) NR, NC,°-, IVAL(~JR,NC> 





W R! I T E ·< 6'", 2 21-> 
. FO'RMAT. (//33,H UNSA-TISFIEO ROW REQUIREMENTS> 
. WRITE (6, 22) <IROW<I>, 1=1,M) 
WRITE Co, 222> 
Fo'RMAT (//33H UNSATISFIED COL REQUIREMENTS> > 






























' . f 





















































OPTIMIZE THE INITAL SOLUTION USING THE PRIMAL 
OIM.ENSION IRLB(100), ICL,8(100) 
· CC)t1'MO'N/A1/ICOST<100,100> 
'·C01MHON/A2/IROW(100), ICOL(100-) 
CONMON/8/NO, M, N 
I : 
·co1MMON/C/IUC:100), IV(100), IVAL(100,100) 
I . 




. I ; 
cqNTINUE 
OQ '+00 I=i,M• 
I~LB<I>=O . : 
DO\ 401 J=19Ni 
IC1LB <J > = 0 
I 
I JAC·=O 
ool 402 1=1,M: 
IF! (IRLBCil .NE. 0) GO TO 403 
·• I I.·.Fl (IROW<I> •.EQ. 0)· GO TO 402 i~i~~;~:::•IROW<I> + 0 
IPSt=ICOS1T(I,-J> - IU<I> .:._ IV<J> 
. ' . 
. IFi (J:PSI .NE. 0) GO TO 405 
IFi <ICLB<-Jl .NE. 0) GO TO 405 
I ' 
.ICLB<Jl=1000•(IRLB(I)/1000) + I 




































' IQNT= MINOCICOL(J), ICLB<Jl/1000) 
ICOL(J)=ICOL(J) - IQNT 
\ 
I)/ AL < I , J > =IVA L <I,' J > + , IQ NT 
'.I' ' 
IiPI=I 
I,S:IRLB<IPI> ·- -1000•<IRLB<IPI>liOOO> 
I~ <IS .£Q. 0) GO TO 411 
IVAL(IPI,IS>:IVALCIPI,IS) - IQNt 
.·IP=ICLB(IS.> - 1ooo•crcLa<1s>11000> 
. ' 
. IVAL<IP,ISl=IVAL<IP,IS> + IQ~ 
: IPI=IP . ,. •. ~ ~ 
' J 
· ~O TO 410 
· l'RQW-<IPI>=IRafw<IPI) - IQNT 




:DO 451 J=1,N 
. I'F ( IC l B < J) • E Q. 0 > GO TO 4 51 
:: DO 452 !=1, M 
:IPSI=ICOST<I,J) - _IU(I) - IV(J) 
, IF (!PSI .NE. 0) GO TO 452 
: I F _ t I V A L ( I, J > • E Q ~ OJ L G O T O 4 5 2 
. IF <IRLB<I> .NE. 0) GO TO 452 
JAC=ICLB(J)/1000 
LAL=MINO<IVAL!I,J>, JAC> 
·IRLB(I)=10004LAL + J 
·CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CHECK FOR OPTIMALITY 
:1F <JAC ~EQ. 0) GO TO 460 










IF ALL THE REQUIREMENTS ARE SATISFIED <IRE~=O> PRINT THE RESULT 




·:.:, ·.-,: ·: -,1 · ,. 
.. , .. -------·--·--·,·--, '·-·- - .. ,-.. --·--·~- ··-··---·-··-.·--·····---~- , ...• 
.--
















.~O 470 I=1•M 
lRJ:S= IRES+ IROW(I) 
tF <IRES .EQ. 0) GO TO 
I 
999 
FINO A NEW R-ESTRICTED PRIMAL -
~ i ' 
ITER=I T.ER + 1 
ICH=1000 
09 500 I=~,M :r . 
IF (IRLBCI> .£.Q. 0) GO TO 500 
DO 501 J=19N 
IF (ICLBCJ> .NE. O> GO TO 501 
IRSI=ICOST<I,J> - IU<I> - IV(J) 
IF CICH --!PSI> 501, 31, 31 
NRI=I 
. ~CJ=J .. 
~CH=IPSI 
~VAL t·N RI , NC J ) = O· 
CONTINUE 
toNTINUE 




IF. (IRLB(l,) .EQ. 0) GO ,,TO 510 
I 
-lU<I>=IU<I> + ICH 
510 . CJ;ONTINUE 
·' mo s20 J=1,N 
I • 
i IF <I-CLB<J> .EQ. Ol GO ·TO 520 
'·IV<J>~IV(J) - ICH 
520 CONTINUE 
• GO T:O 450 
CALCULATE AND PRINT THE COST 
999 .CONTINU~ 
. JAKI=O (> 




























































































I WRITEl (.6, 3) 
( 
·,,,,,. 
. , I . J, FORMAT (///45H OPTIMAL SOLUTION WITH PRIMAL-DUAL METHOD//) . . i WRITE1 (6, .100) ITER 
I 100 FORMAT (28H NUMBER OF ITERATIONS=, !2//) 
HRIT£1-<o, 601) 
&01 FORMAt (j5H . 
! 
· 00 531 I::1.M 
l 00. 53,Q "1=1,N 
I J 
, IPSI=!COST<I,J> - IU<I> - IV(J) 
.: IF <I~SI .NE. 0) GO TO 53·0 
, : WRITE! Jo, 602) I, J, IVAL <I ,J> 
602 r FORMAT C2I9, 5X, I12) 
: JAKI=JAKI + IVAL<I,J>•ICOST<I',J) 
530· : CONTINUE 
531 'CONTINUE 
WR I T E . < 6 , 6·6 0 > _ J A K I 









































COMMON/8/NO~ M, N 
COMHON/0/IBQ, IPL 
COMMON/E/IVAL(200), LOCA(200) 





CALCULATE BIGGEST QUANTITY <IBQ) ANO. LARGEST COST VALUE <IPL) 
DO 3 !=1,M ~ 
IBC=<CIBQ + IROW(Il> + IABS<IBQ - IROW(I)))/2 
00 3 J=1,N { 




DO 11 I=1,M 
IF (IROW(IJ + 5) 11, 4, 4 
SMALLEST VALUE FOR ROW 
ISV=IPL 
ISO=-IPL 
DO 6 J=1,N· 
IF ( ICOL CJ) + 5) 6, 5, 5 
< 
' ; l 



































ISV=((!SV ¥ rcos·r,r,J)) - IABS(ISV - ICO T(I,J)))/2 
ISO=IPL 
C-ONTINUE 
SMALLEST DIFFERENCE FOR ROW 
IB=O 
,, DO 9 J=1,N 
IF <ICOL(Jl + 5) g, 7. 7 
IH=ISO 
ISO=t(ISD +.ICOST<I,J> - ISVl -
-. IABS<ISO - ICOS.T<I,J)- + ISV))/2 





IF <ICARY - ;ISO) 10, 10, 11 






DO 19 J="1,N 
IF < ICOL "f,J > + 5) 19, 12, 12 
SMALLEST VALUE FOR COLUMN 
ISV:=.IPL 
ISD=-IPL 
DO 14, 1=1,M 
~:= IF < IROW (I) + 5) 14, 13, -. 13 . 











-"-'----. ·, ~ -1 


















.. SMALLEST DIFFERENCE FOR COLUMN 
18=0. 
DO 17 I=1,M 
. IF (/IROW(I.> + 5) 17, 15, 15 




ISD~<<ISO + ICOST<I,J> - ISV> -
I IF ('ISO + ... !Bl 16, 16, 17 
IB=IPL K=Ij. 








iI F I ARY - IS D > 18 , 18 , 19' 
ICA· Y ISO NR:K . 
. i NC=J 







LOCA<l>=1000•NR + NC. 
IVAL<L>=MINO<IROW(NR>, ICOL(NC>> 
IROW(~R>=IROW<f4Rt - IVAl(ll 
l . ICOL·t~C)=ICOLCNC.) - IVAL<Ll 
IKAT=tROWlNR) + ICOL(NC> 
IF .<I~AT .NE. 0) GO TO 23 
IF <I~OH<NR> - IH> 21, 21, 22 
IR OW fN R > = -1 0 · 
GO TO 26 
!COL <:f Cl =-10 
GO T0 1 26_ 











































. "'- . 
•; 
. ' 
- . ',;~ 
!ROW (NR:t =-10 
GO TO 26 
t • .. . 
·2sp ~COL ~NC> =-10 
<-26' •.. IF <L - NMl1 111, 27, 27 Ii' 
27· K=NM:-~,.~ 1 . 
31 
32 
. ·DO. 32 I=-1,K 
I ·J • 
IOIL=I+1 
00 31 .J= ID.IL, ·NM~ 
"': ·-,. ,V· 
'IF (LOCA<IJ1 .LE.':L'OCA<J>> 
ITEMP=LOCACI> 
LOCA<I>=LOCA(J) 
LOCA_< J) =I TEMP 
IT EM P== I V A L ( I ) 
IVAL<I>=IVAL(J) 






PRINT THE INITIAL SOLUTION 





·. WRITE (6, 300) 
300 FORMAT (////46H 
WRITE (6, 210) 
210 FORMAT (//30H 
-INITIAL SOLUTION WITH VJ)GEL APPROXIMATION> 
LOCA<I> 
DO 2100 I=1., NM 
200 ! WR!ITE (6, ?01) LQC,A(I), !VAL <I> 
·201 FO/RMAT (5X, 110, ·-sx, !10) 
RETURN 
•" 
I : I • ) : ): . 
. J .













































OOMMON/A2/IROW!(100), !COL (100 l 
"C:OMMON/B/NO, Mi, N 
C!OMMON/0/ IBQ, !IPL . 
Cl OM M ON / E / I V t\ L t2 0 0 > , L O C A < 2 0 0 ) 
I 
CIALCULATE THE DUAL VARIABLE·S 
IiTER= 0 
N!M:=N ._+ M - ., 1 
; 




DIO 12 !=1,M 
IiROW·( I)= I PL 
oio 13 J=1,N 
~rlc O·L ( J ) = I p L 
· ~ 1Jc o L < 1 > = o 
1 ,. · -N1F-O ..... ; "' i ·-- ' . 








Li=LOCA(l) - 1·0:oo•K 
~ . . IiF ( I,R OW- C K > · - :IP l '1 
' 
16y 159 16 
18, 19, 18 
19 ,. 1-1., 19 
a 
IJF ( I C O L C L > - I PL > 
I!F (ICOL(L) - :IPL) 
NIF=NF + 1 
I~OL<Ll=ICOST<K,L> -
GiO TO 19 























































dALCULATION OF COST 
' i 
' l 
do 21 I=1,NM 




-~TCOST=KTCOST + IVALCI>•ICOSTCK,L> 
' . -i 
j 
: C1ALCULATE THE BEST CHANGE 
' 
IiBEST= 0 
O]O 23 I=1,~M 
0'0 23 J=1,N 
IiA=I.ROW<I:>. + ICOL <J> - ICOST<I,J> 







IF (!BEST!) 9.9", gg, 24 
DETERMINE: THE LOOP A·SSOCIATEO WITH THE LOCATION NR, Np 
' 
ITER=\ITER' + 1 
00 251 I=1-,M , 
IROW(~)=O: 
! i 
00 261 J=1i, N 
, I . . !COL ({J)=.O· 
!COL "<NC) =~10 __ 
: I . 
NF=O i . 
DO 32! 1=1,NM i 
' I , 


































I :F ( ~RO W C' K ) ) 
I !F ( l C O L C L > > 
ItF ( ~c Ol c:t. ., ) 
! I 
-
28, 28, 29 
30, 32, 30 
32, 31, 32 
NIF=NFl + 1 
I~OW~K)=1000 4 L + I 
GO T(1i 32 · 
NF=Nfl + 1 · 
·ICOL~L)=1000 4 K + I 
· CONT]NUE IF' <NF) 313, 33, .~27 
: I • ; '·, K~NR / / .. 
J~IRQW(K) 
LcJ/1000 
IFJ ,4 100:0•L 
I' 
.. IROH~K)=Ii • ~ 
-. IQUAij=(_(IQUAN + IVAL(I)) - IABS(IQUAN - IVAL(Il))/2 
. J=ICOL(L) 
I ~ l<F'-'/~000 
IC O L ~ L > = J. - 1 0 0 0 • K 
I F ( -L '! - NC:> 3 4 , 3 5 , 3 4 
' ·, ' : : ' 
LR:M \~ N : 
NL-0 I. : 
. 35 
·_ ·rs=-~PL · •. 
· 00 39 I=1t, M 
.· I~ (~ROW(I) - 900) 36, 39, 39 
36 .. J-IROW(l). 
37 
38 
IVAL(J)=IVAL(J) - !QUAN 
IF ·.(!VAL(µ)) 37,- 37, 39 
K=LOCA(J)t1000 
L:;: L OC A < J) : - 10 0 0"' K \ 
IF <IIB - ICOS.T<K,L>>.38, 38, 39 





LOCAC~>=1DOO•NR + NC 






.-- - · ~ - . ~~~~~;:::.,.,_;,,.- ~- -~-.":'. ,- ~.!}7;~~?:.·.~-f\'f.:.~'t~":~.;r~·~~lt~.~.:J~i1!fhEE2~.':2.~?.?:~·::r.-::~::-t:-,~1-::-1X\-:::·.-:"'ti td· 
"" 
'i 1 :.;i 
~ ' \ 
i 
• 
-IVAL (J > =:IQUAN 
. IB·=ICOST(K,L) 
· 39 . ·. CONTINUE : 
00 41 I=1,N 
40 
· IF <ICOL (I) - 900) 40, 41, 41 
J=ICOL<I> 
41 
I'VAL(.J)=IVAL(J) + !QUAN 
CONTINUE 
K=NM - 1 . 




=] D I L , NM 
IF < LO CIA ( I > • LE • L O C; < J > > GO TO 5 1 
ITEHP=LOQA.( I> 
LOCA (I) =L:ocA (J) 






52 ... CONTINUE 

















·oPTIMAL SOLUTION w·1rH u-v METHOD) 
· 10 0' 
30 01 · 
I 
' ' i : 
2101 .· 






~RI 1· E < 6 , : .1 O O > 
WRITE (6,; 300) 
FORMAT (.//10H · 
WRITE (6, 1 210) 
FORMAT ( /130-H . 
. DO 200 !=11 11 NM 
WRITE {6, 201) 



















. ' I . 
I -
' . ~,::- ; . 
r· 
i 





















































IJIAm;:&?3"J&i&JEA.µa;aa&4E@&SSlW , !IS; 4 

































. ' t 
' - .., 
:? •. . ·. -)' 
.. 
' .f ·, .. -., ... __ --· -- ~·-
··8.5 . ' 
·-· ·~ -··-· ··- --,-,...,-.--· ···•- . . --. 
.. 
. . . . 
____ . __ , ... __ ------------· - ~---- - ---- -~ ·- -.-..,., 


















6 Row ' 
·• .. -.::--.·~-. ·- .. _ ·:' - . ----~~ -~,---; - . 
' - 1·-, 
' 
-_· . '" _ ---- ---,r'~ ---- _- · --~ -Row _ 7 





























































, ... , 
Matrix Size 30 X 30 
75· 21 14 49 
22 64 85 10 
\\ 
22 52 12 ·s ·,1. 
43. 
93 39 5 77 
47 48 . 13 56 
56 27 so 92 
47 
'.'.. 
79 83 11 87 
6 86 14 95 
73 61 '"86 95 
16 
• 
53 98 18 85 
87 65 23 8 
35 19 33 37 
66 
., 
9 62 69 10 
88 46 23 35 
89 27 21 35 
76 
53_ 60 ... ~ .. -, 2 ·63 
... 
--------··· 
.55 -6:3· 99 so 
95 81 10 15 
48 
8· . 22 .. 4-9 
. 79. 
4 82 7 94 

































·: . ~- -· 

















, .. ct 
·15 41 -·"' _,-.::..-.·_,..,-·_- - .. -- . 
------·----·-- -
.. -----~---.. / --·---··....,__ 
30 92 .. 
81-· 1· ,·' 10 "i·-




- ·-··-·· -----~-- ---
,-~-: 
.. 
' • l_. \ 

















. ' ··: . ·• - ~ ,. . .., ~-· .. 
-----~-- ------ -- --
.. .J.' 
. ~ . 
~Row 8 1 37 0 79 24 78· 99 
71 15 47 2 26 69 12 
36 8 s·a 26 19 56 87 




---- - - . --
-
-Row 9 19 49 78 12 37 18 10· 
27 78 72 67 89 \.. 77 23 
59 41 71 70 4 77 58 f 26 54 98 
1$ 
,. Row 10 7 18 6 82 72 22 13. 
44 46 23 81 15 . 1 s· 
45 41 79 58 . , .. 61 30 75 
- 86 45 72 
-- ... 
-------
- - - -
Row 11· 59 70 88 28 .. 4 38 56 
45 2 29 55. 60 88 96 
91 54 88 1 85 86· 95 





Row l-2 28 13. 82 88 17 . 66 60 
48 31 70 82 24 47 45 
/" 
., 99 69 17 47 ,97 so 7 
' '1/ ~~~ 3 78 .54 J -~, 
' 
/ Row 13 34 /bS 76 48 50 98 46 ., -. ./ 
29 ,lf 75 66 28 45 0 96 "":'-.a.. 
.. 37 79 4 57 94. 28 33 :/ 
//, 









'\ ~ I ' ' I Row ,,l'4 75 ---- 94 0. 1 77 38 60 
4 / f 53 17 62 3 22 57 I / 
2 85 92 -2.9 · 91 . 45 73 / / 60 3·9 26 / / ,, 
' 
\I•• 
. -- - -- -- -- - - - - - - - - - . ---- - -- - . ---------
---- -----Row·--·-1·s---------·-9y-.----·--5-2~-- ------. ·r1 ·. . .. 9 6 ·-- 2 7 . . s 3 
,-·-···· ,, ·-·--·-'"----------~- -------·-- ---- -- '• .... 
75 12 · . 3. 2 77. 51 
·.44 
28 











.. r .. r 
. } ., 
\ 



























85 - - --~,56 
53 20 




---- - - --- - --- --- ~--
{1 
~~- :1 \· 
-~- -~-




-------.-' .. ····_;-::,--::.··; _________ , ,.-..... ;;,_ .. 
'_., -- ' 
· ....... _~,, 
.. 





































Row 17 66 54 
~ 91 25 
45 49 
18 65 






















73. M 57 
94 69 
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. -; "'!"-""""" - -- ·- -· ·-~-
·. 
. -




0 16 ·• 0 • 98-. \ 43·· . 25 
0 
25 ·.36 64 ···· ~-~-~-
1---____,,-----,----:,.--,,--,-,-----~~--=-5-=--6· 1 ____ -___ 9 ______ 39. __ ·_ .. _________ 55 _____ ··--····-- .. 1 .... ___________ 5_5 ____ ------6-9---·-·-·---····---·-B-J ...... -·-- -·- --- . 
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\_,;1.>· 
. : . 
f, • 
•' 
..,. '.. ..J.·· 
: t'• : Jf·"-
~: 
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,.:. -,: t 
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"' Row 24 ·97 57 
76 7 
26 36 
40 . 96 
.. 
.,. 





- --- --- ~- -













Row 29 68 8 
I 
53 13 . 
.77 1 
43 32 
Row 30 45 21 
81 "' 15 
69 47 
86 44 





























































-r· ---:,-·----·2-0 - 70· ·,~, 
6 25 .. 56 68 
~ .. . 21 .. 84 19 1-



















76 66 8 
17 99 .. 28 
59 46 34 
\ 
" . " ~-
.. 
69 76 46 
98 46 54 


































































































































. i . 
Column Requirements 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1. 
1 1 1 
f. 
I 
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1 1-' 1 1 
1 .1 1 1 
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uv-Method Solution Time;! = 5 .0·53· Seconds 
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